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a b s t r a c t
Cloud computing represents one of major innovations in Information Technology (IT). It is a model for
enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources. Elasticity is one of the most important characteristic in the cloud. Due to the enormous
amounts of energy consumed by a cloud, it becomes difficult to build an elasticity system that satisfies
all the requirements that might arise during its lifetime. Different approaches are proposed to address
the energy-efficiency in the modelling of elasticity system at multiple layers of cloud services. Most of
the existing approaches measure the overall hardware energy consumption, instead of the energy consumption of the software. Understanding how energy is consumed by cloud with elastic scaling mechanism is a key for managing better energy efficient software. This work proposes an architecture for
modelling elasticity and energy-efficiency in the application layer. This architecture combines both the
characteristics of adaptation (with Autonomic Computing) and variability (with Feature Model) into a
single solution. The feature model considers the variability in the structural modelling and the behaviour
one. We show the feasibility of the proposed approach by analysing the smart university applications
associated with the Znn.com scenario.
Ó 2020 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Cloud computing represents one of technologies used in
Information Technology (IT). It provides a model for enabling
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider interaction
(Mell et al., 2011). One of the important characteristics provided
by a cloud system is elasticity. This concept permits a system to
adapt the workload on its current and additional hardware and
software resources (Herbst et al., 2013). In addition, the Green
Computing paradigm is the recent advancement technology
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towards designing, building, and operating computer systems to
be energy-efficiency (Binder and Suri, 2009).
Furthermore, the energy-efficiency (during the system development) is gaining importance due to the increase in the energy utility bill (Koomey, 2007) and is considered at least at three levels
(Kansal and Zhao, 2008). The first level corresponds to the computer architecture where the energy is reduced through the hardware equipments like processors management. A second level of
Optimisations is based on the system functionalities, either at a
single server or across multiple servers. The third level is related
to the application (Kansal and Zhao, 2008).
The evolution of the hardware and the software in cloud implies
that energy modelling need to be as accurate as possible. The
power meter used in cloud measures the energy consumption for
the hardware. This makes it difficult to deduce the energy consumption of particular software. The key idea of our work is to
show how the software consumes the energy in the elastic scaling
policies.
In this paper, we propose an architecture that enables the explicit modelling of both elasticity and energy saving policies at the
application layer. This architecture is based on two technologies:
Autonomic Computing (Computing, 2006) and Feature Model
(Czarnecki, 2002; Czarnecki et al., 2005; Greenfield and Short,
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architecture layer, the system layer and the application one
(Kansal and Zhao, 2008). We present some examples of solutions
for reducing energy at these levels.
In the computer architecture layer, the energy of processors is
reduced by different techniques like designing energy proportional
hardware Barroso and Hölzle (2007), multi-core processors (Kumar
et al., 2003), and increasing the number of performance and sleep
states (Nedevschi et al., 2008). In the system layer, the energy is
reduced in multiple servers via different techniques like hard disk
spin-down (Narayanan et al., 2008), synchronization aware multithreading (Park et al., 2007), multi-server power coordination
(Raghavendra et al., 2008), compiler driven Optimisations (Xie
et al., 2003; Shirako et al., 2005) and multiple power conversions
in the power distribution system in Data Centers computing
(Binder and Suri, 2009). In the application layer, the energy is
reduced via different techniques like accuracy of computation or
provided quality of service (Im and Ha, 2004), changing the used
algorithm (Singh et al., 1998). In the cloud scaling mechanism,
the presented layers specify respectively the Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), the Platform as a Service (PaaS) and the Software
as a Service (SaaS).
The two following research questions about the modelling of
both elasticity and energy saving policies become important:

2003). Autonomic Computing provides the adaptive mechanisms
to manage a system automatically. The feature model represents
a solution for describing and implementing the commonalities
and variabilities of the system components in the structural modelling and the behaviour one.
The proposed architecture supports a representation at three
layers: Feature, Software and Hardware. The Feature layer defines
the adaptation system mechanism. This layer allows the modelling
of the skeleton for the overall structure of the elasticity system. In
addition, it represents the different elasticity rules. The Software
layer describes the programming software and the applications
used in cloud with energy efficiency. In this layer, we consider
the user behaviour with the energy model. The Hardware layer
defines the main functions of the system.
Consequently, the proposed architecture first enables the explicit modelling of elasticity scaling mechanism by using Autonomic
Computing and Feature Model. Then, the energy-efficiency is
shown at the application layer. We use a smart university applications associated with the Znn.com scenario to validate our
approach.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
presents the motivation and challenges of our proposal. Section 3
discusses some related work. In Section 4, we present our architecture for modelling of both elasticity and energy-efficiency. Section 5 presents the Feature layer, Section 6 shows the Software
layer and Section 7 presents the Hardware layer. In Section 8, we
use a case study to show the feasibility of our approach by analysing the smart university applications associated with the Znn.com
scenario. Finally, Section 10 concludes and discusses some future
work.

 How can we explicitly model the elasticity system?
 How does the software consume the energy in the elastic scaling mechanism?
2.2. Challenges
In this paper, we want to show how to combine Autonomic
Computing with the feature model into a single solution that gives
strong support to model elasticity and energy-efficiency in the
application layer. Then, we have to face several challenges.

2. Motivations and challenges
In this section, we discuss some concepts and aspects of the
energy consumption in the cloud services. Then, we describe the
challenges that our proposition has to face.

 C1 Explicit modelling of the elasticity. The first challenge is how
the different components and rules of elasticity are explicitly
modelled.
 C2 Supporting structural and behaviour variability. This challenge
is how to cover the variety of qualities, operators, rules, strategies and configurations of the elasticity system.
 C3 Ensuring energy-efficiency in the application layer. The last
challenge considers the energy saving policies. Understanding
how energy is consumed by a cloud with elastic scaling mechanism for managing a better energy efficient software.

2.1. Motivations
Cloud Computing represents one of the main technology integrated in the smart university to use the innovative concepts like
Learning, Classrooms, Pedagogy, and so on (Nie, 2013;
Serdyukova et al., 2016). One of the essential characteristics
required by a cloud system is elasticity. This characteristic enables
to adapt the workload changes via provisioning resources in an
autonomic manner (Herbst et al., 2013). In addition, the energyefficiency is increasingly important for future Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) (Berl et al., 2010; Khattar
et al., 2019). Three layers are considered (Fig. 1): the computer

3. Related work
In this section, we discuss some research works that are related
to the modelling elasticity and energy-efficiency.
In (Marshall et al., 2010), the authors developed a model that
adapts services provided within a site, such as batch schedulers,
storage archives, or Web services to take advantage of elastically
provisioned resources. The authors proposed an additional layer
of monitoring the demand of applications and responding by
acquiring or releasing cloud nodes. In addition, the research work
given in (Vaquero et al., 2011) presented an approach that manages the elasticity scaling policies with both a controller component and a load balancer one. In (Sudha et al., 2019), the authors
presented an OEAS (Optimal Energy Allocation Supervision) algorithm in the mobile cloud services. The proposed approach identified and located the various issues of mobile cloud and determines
issues of managing resource activity in an efficient manner. However, the authors in (Marshall et al., 2010) presented the different
policies to efficiently schedule resource deployment based on
demand. The energy is not explicitly considered in the elasticity

Fig. 1. Motivation scenario.
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et al., 2015) proposed an Auto Elastic approach, a PaaS-level elasticity model for HPC (High Performance Computing) in the cloud.
This approach presented an elasticity for high performance applications without user intervention or source code modification.
Lately in (Hamzaoui et al., 2020), the authors presented algorithms
and techniques for cloud resources provisioning as the first objective the energy saving, meanwhile maintaining performance level.
A wide set of intra- and inter-cloud network’s resources is considered. These resources are mainly provisioned through two wellknown technologies: virtualization and/or containerization.
However, the authors in (Guyon et al., 2015) considered the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and the Platform as a Service (PaaS) in
order to save energy. In addition, the authors in (Alarifi et al., 2020)
studied the elastic scaling policies with both the servers to be consolidated and the servers that receive VMs of the consolidated servers to reduce the power. Elasticity is considered in Platform as a
service (PaaS) by (da Rosa Righi et al., 2015). Furthermore, the
authors in (Hamzaoui et al., 2020) introduced the energy in the virtual resources management techniques. In our approach, we show
how the software consumes the energy in the elastic scaling mechanism of cloud. In addition, we consider the Hardware layer and the
Software one to model respectively elasticity and energy-efficiency.
As discussed previously, the energy is ignored in the application
layer. Contrarily, (Buyya et al., 2010) presented an architecture for
utility-oriented federation of cloud computing environments. They
provided a federated cloud infrastructure approach to represent
elasticity for applications with energy-efficiency. The proposed
environment supports scaling of applications across multiple
clouds. In addition, (Paraiso et al., 2014) presented an approach that
support portability, provisioning, elasticity, and high availability
across multiple clouds. Recently in (Moreno-Vozmediano et al.,
2019), the authors provided a method for adaptive provisioning of
elastic cloud services, based on Machine Learning time-series forecasting and queuing theory, intended at optimizing the latency (response time) of the service, and reducing over-provisioning.
However, (Buyya et al., 2010) did not separate the components of
the architecture and the behaviour of elasticity is not specified. In
addition, (Paraiso et al., 2014) used annotations to express elasticity
rules that ensure the appropriate decisions. (Moreno-Vozmediano
et al., 2019) proposed mechanism permitted to precisely predict
the processing load of a distributed server and evaluated the appropriate number of resources that must be provisioned in order to optimize the service response time and fulfil the SLA (Service Level
Agreement) contracted by the user. In our case, we have used the
MAPE-K architecture to represent the different components of system. In addition, we have defined the Plan component presented
by the different algorithms in the Software layer and the Hardware
one to model the behaviour of elasticity with energy-efficiency.
On the other hand, the energy-efficiency without elasticity is
considered in (Wajid et al., 2015). The authors described an ecoaware approach that combines the CO2 metrics with the use of innovative application scheduling and runtime adaptation strategies to
optimize energy consumption in cloud computing. In (Outin et al.,
2015), the authors provided a system that uses a genetic algorithm
to optimize cloud power consumption and machine learning techniques to improve the fitness function regarding a real distributed
cluster of server. However, the elasticity scaling mechanism did
not considered in (Wajid et al., 2015 and Outin et al., 2015). In our
case, the elasticity scaling mechanism is explicitly modelled by the
MAPE-K architecture and the feature model. In addition, the behaviour model covers the variety of proprieties, operators, rules,
strategies and configurations of the elasticity system.
An overview of the study of all of these recent works is given in
Table 1. We summarise the different approaches by differentiating
full (+), partial (±) and no ( ) analysis of the following criteria that
we have defined:

scaling policies. In addition, the scalability is considered in Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) in
(Vaquero et al., 2011) approach. The authors in (Sudha et al.,
2019) appraised the energy only in the computer architecture
layer. In our work, we study the Software as a Service (SaaS) layer
with the energy-efficiency. In addition, we have considered the
impact of the elasticity scaling mechanism in the energy-efficiency.
The Virtual Machine (VM) instances are used in a decentralized
approach towards scalable and energy-effective management by
(Pantazoglou et al., 2015) that are provisioned by large enterprise
clouds. Furthermore, (Khan et al., 2019) defined a VM allocation
and VM selection policy with a migration control technique that
ensures the energy efficiency at a minimum loss in workload performance. In the first step, the VM allocation policy prioritised the
use of energy efficiency hosts. In addition, the VM selection policy
avoided repeatable migrations of a particular VM. The authors in
(Jangiti et al., 2017) studied the interdependencies between elasticity, virtualization, and energy efficiency techniques in cloud
computing. Decreasing the number of active servers by migrating
VMs is known as a server consolidation and a horizontal elasticity.
Adjusting the configuration of VM resources is called as vertical
elasticity. Using DVFS (Dynamic Voltage or Frequency Scaling),
the CPU frequency and voltage can be varied. The authors of
(Sharma and Reddy, 2016) presented a method based on multiobjective resources allocation in the form of VMs and designed
the VM migration policy at the data center. However, the energy
is explicitly modelled in the decentralized approach with distributed algorithms in (Pantazoglou et al., 2015). In addition, the
authors in (Khan et al., 2019) defined a set of algorithms to ensure
the energy-aware resource management through VM allocation
and consolidation techniques. The proposed approach by
(Sharma and Reddy, 2016) combined the Genetic Algorithm (GA)
and the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to save the energy consumption and minimises the wastage of resources. Furthermore,
the behaviour of the proposed approach by (Jangiti et al., 2017)
is not defined. In our solution, we have defined the different rules
(by the Plan component) of the elasticity system in the Hardware
layer. In addition, we have associated the feature model with a
state transition diagram to represent the behaviour of the monitored systems. This new model is represented by the different
components, configurations and elasticity rules to manage the
energy consumption in the application layer.
In (Guyon et al., 2015), the authors described an approach that
provides users to participate in the reduction of the data centers
energy consumption. This approach gave the users the choice
between different execution modes impacting the size of the
VMs used for executing applications. The execution modes vary
from energy-efficiency to performance. In energy-efficient mode,
the size of the VMs is smaller than normally expected and may
cause a longer execution time of the application but offers more
opportunities to increase the number of idle servers. Recently in
(Alarifi et al., 2020), the authors proposed a hybrid framework
for green cloud computing, which consider the time-based power
consumption model. The proposed technique depends on applying
both the scheduling and consolidation approaches. Firstly, customers’ requests are sorted according to the requirements of both
the power consumption and the service time. Then, a defined
scheduling algorithm assigns each request to the most appropriate
VM that can serve the request. Furthermore, a proposed consolidation algorithm is used to determine both the servers to be consolidated and the servers that receive VMs of the consolidated servers.
Finally, a migration algorithm is employed to perform the migration of the VM from the consolidated servers. This framework
reduce the power consumption in terms of Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), Data Center Energy Productivity (DCEP), average execution time, throughput and cost-saving. Moreover, (da Rosa Righi
3
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Table 1
Comparative study of some related works.
Criteria ->

Modelling of elasticity scaling
mechanism in cloud

Approaches
(Alarifi et al., 2020)
(Buyya et al., 2010)
(da Rosa Righi et al., 2015)
(Guyon et al., 2015)
(Hamzaoui et al., 2020)
(Jangiti et al., 2017)
(Khan et al., 2019)
(Marshall et al., 2010)
(Moreno-Vozmediano et al., 2019)
(Outin et al., 2015)
(Pantazoglou et al., 2015)
(Paraiso et al., 2014)
(Sharma and Reddy, 2016)
(Sudha et al., 2019)
(Vaquero et al., 2011)
(Wajid et al., 2015)
Proposed approach

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Modelling of elasticity
with energy-efficiency

Energy-efficiency in the different layers

Structural

Behaviour

Application
Layer (SaaS)

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
±
+
+
+
+
+
±
+

+

System Layer
(PaaS)

Computer Architecture
Layer (IaaS)

+

+

+
+
±

+
±
+
±
+
+

+

 Modelling of elasticity scaling mechanism in cloud: shows if
the approach models the elasticity.
 Modelling of elasticity with energy-efficiency: considers the
structural modelling and the behaviour one of elasticity with
energy-efficiency.
 Energy-efficiency in the different services of cloud: indicates
the modelling the energy in the different services of cloud:
application layer (SaaS), system layer (PaaS) and computer
architecture layer (IaaS).

±

±

+
+

+/
+
+
+
+
+/
+
+
+
±
+
±
+
±

+
+
±
+
±
+
+
+
+
+
±
+
±

approach based on Autonomic Computing (Computing, 2006) and
Feature Modelling (Czarnecki, 2002; Czarnecki et al., 2005;
Greenfield and Short, 2003).
Autonomic computing provides the mechanisms for automatically managing computing systems. Feature modelling provides a
solution for describing and implementing the commonalities and
variabilities of systems components. As mentioned previously,
the proposed architecture defines three layers:Feature, Software
and Hardware (Fig. 2).
The Feature layer defines the adaptation system. It allows one to
model the skeleton for the global structure of the elasticity system.
In this structural modelling, we define the new concept in the Feature Model called ’Feature Level’ to represent the structure of the
system from an abstract level to concrete one. Furthermore, it represents the different elasticity rules in the behaviour modelling.
For this, one associates the feature model with a state transition
diagram to represent the different components, configurations
and elasticity rules.
The Software layer represents the applications software used in
cloud. In addition, we consider the user behaviour. At this level, we
define three phases: Configuration, Learning and Optimisation. During the first phase, we determine the configurations before starting
the Learning phase (as the time used to record the new user interactions with the different applications). In the second phase, we
obtain the different models related to the user energy consumption. In the third phase, we load the hardware and the system costs
from the regular user equipments and we apply the user energy
model.
In the Hardware layer, we consider a system with a set of servers, computing capacities and the quality of services. We define
an algorithm that considers the different scenarios of the elasticity
adaptation.
In the remainder of this section, we explain two main concepts
and their relations with our architecture: Autonomic Computing
and Feature Model.

Almost all of the presented approaches consider the modelling
of elasticity in cloud. An exception is noted in (Outin et al., 2015
and Wajid et al., 2015). These last approaches present only the
energy-efficiency in cloud without elasticity scaling mechanism.
The energy is showed in the system layer and exactly in the virtualisation layer by (Pantazoglou et al., 2015; Khan et al., 2019;
Alarifi et al., 2020; Jangiti et al., 2017; Guyon et al., 2015; da
Rosa Righi et al., 2015; Sharma and Reddy, 2016 and Hamzaoui
et al., 2020). Almost all of the presented approaches model the
energy in the system layer. Only few approaches such (Buyya
et al., 2010 and Wajid et al., 2015) model the energy in the application layer.
In the modelling of both elasticity and energy-efficiency, all the
presented approaches consider only the structural modelling. The
behaviour modelling is studied only in (Alarifi et al., 2020; da
Rosa Righi et al., 2015; Khan et al., 2019; Pantazoglou et al.,
2015; Sharma and Reddy, 2016 and Sudha et al., 2019).
In this work, we try to model of both elasticity and energy saving policies in the application layer. This layer is ignored by most of
the approaches. In addition, the system layer and the computer
architecture one are considered in the modelling of the elasticity
scaling mechanism. We use the variability in the structural modelling, with the commonalities and variabilities of the elasticity
system, and in the behaviour one, with showing explicitly the different elasticity rules.
4. A layer-based architecture for modelling elasticity with
energy-efficiency

4.1. Autonomic computing
Autonomic Computing is a computer’s capacity to manage a
system automatically over adaptive technologies (Computing,
2006). For this, IBM has proposed a reference model for autonomic

In this section, we describe an architecture that enables the
explicit modelling of elasticity and energy-efficiency by using an
4
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed architecture.

elasticity action in the Hardware layer). Knowledge resource permits to share the different data used via the other different
components.
The autonomic manager of our architecture is shown by the
MAPE-K components. In addition, the managed system represents
the cloud with the elasticity characteristic observed by some measures such as response time. The main self-* property considered is
self-optimisation. This property exposes an approach for optimisation of the energy at the application layer.

control loops (Computing, 2006), which is called the MAPE-K. Four
essentials activities are defined: Monitor, Analyse, Plan, and Execute.
Monitor collects information from the managed resource and its
context that reflect changes of the monitored system. Analyse collects data from the previous activity (monitoring) and identifies
the symptoms that require the system to take specific actions. Plan
collects information from the activity and makes decision about
how the monitored system needs to be adapted in order to achieve
goals and objectives. Execute changes the behaviour of the monitored systems using effectors, based on the actions, which are recommended via the plan activity. Furthermore, the Knowledge
resource represents the information that is shared via the four
activities of MAPE-K loop. These activities can be seen as components that communicate (Knowledge component) to adapt the system behaviour in response of changing requirements and
environmental conditions. The Analyse component interprets the
different data provided via the Monitor component (sensors). In
addition, the Analyse component compares the updated values
from the sensors with specific threshold values. Each threshold
contains one or more boundary values. These values are used to
represent boundaries between normal and abnormal behaviours.
Once the Analyse component indicates a situation when an adaptation might be needed, it creates a trigger to the Plan component.
This last component selects the specific reconfigurations and
shows how the reconfigurations can be executed at run time by
the Execute component.
In our architecture, the Monitor component collects the data
from the Software layer (like user behaviour data) and the Hardware one (like the set of servers). The Analyse component is represented by the boundaries and conditions (if the time used to record
the new user interactions is achieved in the Software layer and the
maximum number of servers in the Hardware layer). The Plan component is shown by the different algorithms presented in the Software layer and the Hardware one. The Execute component is
performed by the different executed actions (like uploading the
collected data on the cloud in the Software layer and Scaling-up

4.2. Feature model
The Feature-Oriented Model (or Feature Diagram) is a wellknown approach to express variability. This model consists of a
hierarchy of features. The relationships between a parent feature
and its child features are categorized as (Czarnecki, 2002;
Czarnecki et al., 2005; Greenfield and Short, 2003):





Mandatory (or commonality): child features are required,
Optional (or variability): child features are optional,
OR: at least one of the child features must be selected,
XOR: one of the child features must be selected.

One or more assets can realize every feature. The assets of different features are combined to build the software product. In
the proposed architecture, we use the feature model to represent
the commonalities with Mandatory feature and variabilities with
Optional, OR and XOR features.

5. Feature layer
In this section, we present the skeleton for the overall structure
of the elasticity system. In addition, this layer represents the different elasticity rules in the behaviour modelling.
5
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5.1. Structural variability modelling

5.2. Behaviour variability modelling

The feature model can be used to make the architectural model.
This last model consists of a set of features, with their relationships
like: ’Exclude’ and ’Implies’ (Czarnecki, 2002; Czarnecki et al.,
2005; Greenfield and Short, 2003).
In this model, we define a new concept called ’Feature Level’.
This concept can represent the structure of the system from an
abstract level to concrete one. We have used the stereotype to
define four levels (Fig. 3):

In the behaviour variability modelling, we present the different
elasticity rules of the system. This modelling represents the Plan
component. For this, we associate the feature model with a state
transition diagram (Fig. 5).
In the state-transition part, each state is composed of the sets of
components (Software component or Hardware one). The transitions between states represent the rules (Qualities with elasticity
action). In the feature model part, these components are associated
to a set of configurations (Software or Hardware). The variability is
expressed via the different configurations defined by the
components.

 Autonomic control loop: represents the common architecture
with Monitor, Analyse and Execute components (Computing,
2006). The Plan component represents the different rules
defined in the system. It will be shown in the behaviour variability section.
 Qualities: show the different performance measures of the system, like latency (response time).
 Software components: contain the different performances
used by applications, like the quality of content presentation.
 Hardware components: represent the physical devices used in
the system, like the servers.

6. Software layer
The Software layer represents the programming software and
the applications used in cloud. Here, we take into account the
behaviour of user. We specify three main phases: Configuration,
Learning and Optimisation (Fig. 6).
The first phase describes the different configurations related to
the user and applications before runtime. The second phase collects the energy consumption data and the user behaviour one
(user model) at runtime. The third phase allows the uploading
the hardware and system costs from the regular user equipments
and applying the user model.

The autonomic control loop feature level is represented by
mandatory features (child features are required) because these features describe the skeleton of system. The quality, the software
component and the hardware one are represented by OR features.
At least one of the child features must be selected (Fig. 4).
In the last three features levels, we also use three stereotype:
Sensor, Threshold and Config in the child features to specify
respectively the Monitor component, Analyse component and Execute one.

Algorithm 1: User Identification

1

=

2
3

∶

Input :
begin
(

(
(

if

4

(

5
6

9

)

else
(

7
8

) then
)
)

end if
end

Fig. 3. Feature Meta-model for structural variability.

Fig. 4. Structural variability modelling.

Fig. 5. Behaviour variability modelling.
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Fig. 6. Software Layer.

In the Learning phase (Algorithm 2), we define six variables:
UserId, Proc[i], ProcVart[i,j], Procset[UserId], VarEnrgy[i,j] and EUM[UserId] to represent respectively the user
identification, the process i, the variant i of the process j, the set of
variants of process used by UserId, the energy of the variant i of the
process j and energy user model of the different variants of process
used by UserId.
In this phase, we obtain the different models of users behaviours EUM. Each user is represented by a session that contains
his identifier UserId, his consulted variants of applications or process ProcVart and his energy consumption of the consulted variants VarEnrgy.
In addition, we specify a set of processes (variants) that are used
by a user (Line 2). Furthermore, we record the energy consumption
data (Line 4) of the different process for the new user.
Algorithm 2: Learning phase algorithm

Fig. 7. Structural variability modelling of the system.

In Algorithm 1, we distinguish between a new user and a regular
one. After the identification (or creation) UserId of a user by reading (or creating) the UserName and UserPassword; UserId represents the user identification.
If the user is new, we apply the Configuration phase and the
Learning one (Lines 4 and 5); if not (regular user), we apply the
Optimisation phase (Line 7).
The time complexity of the Algorithm 1 is considered as O(n). It
contains a call to non-constant time procedures in the Learning
phase (defined in Algorithm 2) and Optimisation phase (defined
in Algorithm 3). The total time complexity in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 is O(n).

1
2
3
4
5

6.1. Configuration phase and learning one

6

The first phase defines the different configurations before runtime. We determine the time used to record the new user interactions with the different applications and the different application
variants from low to high quality (for example quality of content
presentation from textual mode to video one ’of Web site’).

8

7

9

7

Input :
UserId: Integer
Array Proc[i] of Process
Array ProcVart[i,j] of Process
Array Procset[UserId] of ProcVart
ProcVart[i,j],..,ProcVart[m,n]
Array VarEnrgy[i,j] of Integer
Array EUM[UserId]:{
(Proc[1];ProcVart[1,1];VarEnrgy[1,1]),..
(Proc[n];ProcVart[n,m];VarEnrgy[n,m]) }
begin
[
]
[ ]
[
])}
{(
while UsedProcess(UserId,Procset[UserId])
and NewUserTime(UserId) do
[
]
(
[
end while
if not NewUserTime(UserId) then
UploadingOnCloud(EUM[UserId])
end if
end

])
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(UploadingOnCloud). To satisfy the user requests, we determinate the hardware and system costs, with using an adaptation
mechanism in the Hardware layer through elasticity rules.
Similar to the Learning phase algorithm, the Optimisation phase
algorithm (Algorithm 3) has O(n) loops in maximum to complete
all operations. Hence, the total time complexity is O(n).

The data collected in the Learning phase are stored on the local
storage. After the time used to record the new user interaction
with the different applications NewUserTime of UserId (Line 3),
the user model is uploaded on the cloud to be used in Optimisation
phase (Lines 6 and 8).
In the Algorithm 2, each time we record the energy consumption data (Line 4) of the different process for the new user, it takes
O(n) to record the energy user model (EUM). This model represents
the different variants of process used by UserId. Each user uses the
variants of applications or process. Hence, the total time complexity is O(n).

Algorithm 3: Optimisation phase algorithm

6.2. Optimisation phase
In this phase, we use the six variables defined in the previous
phase (in Algorithm 2). In addition, we define two other variables
(in Algorithm 3): HSC[UserID] to represent the cost of the servers
and the computing capacities used by UserId and Equip[i,
UserId] to show the equipment i used by UserId.
This phase contains two actions: loading the hardware and the
system costs from the regular user equipments and applying the
user energy model.
The first action allows to a regular user to open his session anywhere connected to the cloud and to load the hardware and the
system costs. We load the User Model EUM[UserId] (Line 2).
We also load the hardware and system equipments costs of
UserId (Line 3).
In the second action, we choose the appropriate variants of the
process related to hardware and system costs of this user. With the
UserId and EUM[UserId] parameters, we can load the user variant process to ensure the quality of services without exceeding the
cost of hardware and system user equipments (Line 4).
If a new updating is available in equipments (Line 6), we reload
the hardware and system equipments costs of UserId (Line 7) and
we can reload the new user variant process to adapt with new
equipments (Line 8).
The different components of Autonomic Computing are presented in the Software layer. The different collected data in the different phases (like UserId and Proc[i]) represent the Monitor
component. The Analyse component verifies some conditions (like
NewUserTime to check if the time used to record the new user
interactions with the different applications is achieved). The different algorithms presented in this layer show the Plan component.
The Execute component corresponds to the different actions used
in the different phases like uploading the user model on the cloud

1
2
3

4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

Input : UserId: Integer
Array Proc[i] of Process
Array ProcVart[i,j] of Process
Array Procset[UserId] of ProcVart
ProcVart[i,j],..,ProcVart[m,n]
Array VarEnrgy[i,j] of Integer
Array EUM[UserId]:{
(Proc[1];ProcVart[1,1];VarEnrgy[1,1]),..
(Proc[n];ProcVart[n,m];VarEnrgy[n,m]) }
HSC[UserID]: { ServerCost:Integer;
ComputingCapacity:Integer }
Array Equip[i,UserId] of Integer
begin
[
]
(
)
HSC[UserId]
LoadHardandSysCost({Equip[1,UserId]
..Equip[n,UserId]})
Procset[UserId]
LoadUserProcess(EUM[UserId],
HSC[UserId])
while UsedProcess(UserId,Procset[UserId]) do
if UpdateHardandSysEquip(UserId) then
HSC[UserId] LoadHardandSysCost({Equip[1,UserId], ...
Equip[n,UserId]})
Procset[UserId] LoadUserProcess(EUM[UserId],HSC[UserID])
end if
end while
end

7. Hardware layer
In this section, we present the Hardware layer for modelling the
elasticity propriety. We propose an algorithm that considers the
different scenarios of the elasticity adaptation.
7.1. Elasticity propriety
Elasticity is the characteristic to which a cloud system enables
to adapt to workload changes via provisioning resources in an
autonomic manner (Herbst et al., 2013). The management of elasticity can be divided into two methods: horizontal scaling and vertical one. The horizontal scaling allows resources by changing the
number of virtual machines (adding more virtual machines or
devices to the computing platform). The vertical scaling allows
adding more CPU, memory and disk depending on the application
memory, storage and network bandwidth (Paraiso et al., 2014;
Marshall et al., 2010).

Fig. 8. Behaviour variability modelling of the system.
8
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Fig. 9. Firefox, Opera, Chrome and Safari energy consumption at launching time.

Table 2
Launching time comparison.

Firefox Browser
Opera Browser
Chrome Browser
Safari Browser

Energy consumption

Spending time

Peak of consumption

Average

9.0
2.7
3.6
7.1

30
12
30
30

0.7 watt
0.6 watt
1 watt
0.5 watt

0.300
0.225
0.120
0.230

watt
watt
watt
watt

s
s
s
s

watt/s
watt/s
watt/s
watt/s

capacities (Comp) and quality of services (Qlty) like response time.
These three parameters represent the Monitor component.
We define three boundaries (and levels): MaxS, MaxC and Qlty
corresponding to respectively a maximum number of server in the
pool, a maximum number of computing capacity and the levels of
quality of services: Low, Medium and High. These boundaries are
used by the Analyse component.
In the Execute component, four functions are defined:
Scaling-Out, Scaling-Up, Scaling-In and Scaling-Down
(see lines 31–50 in Algorithm 4):

The elasticity system consists of the following actions: Scaling
up, Scaling out, Scaling in and Scaling down (Paraiso et al., 2014):
 Scaling up: (Vertical Scaling) involves the changing of the computing capacity assigned to the server resources while keeping
the number of sources constant;
 Scaling out: (Horizontal scaling) involves the launching and the
provisioning additional server resources;
 Scaling in: returns the system to the initial state (Horizontal
scaling);
 Scaling down: returns the system to the initial state (Vertical
scaling);






7.2. Elasticity behaviour
In the Hardware layer (Algorithm 4), we examine a behaviour of
the elasticity system with a set of servers (Srv), computing

9

Scaling-Out: increments the number of servers.
Scaling-Up: increments the number of computing capacities.
Scaling-In: decrements the number of servers.
Scaling-Down: decrements the number of computing
capacities.
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In the elasticity adaptation (see lines 1–30 in Algorithm 4), we
define an algorithm that represents the different rules of the elasticity system (Plan component):

Algorithm 4: Elasticity behaviour algorithm

Input :
∶
∶
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

∶
{

∶

 In the first situation, we consider the number of servers in the
pool and the computing capacities are under maximum (see
lines 2–8).
 The second situation determines the number of servers that is
in maximum and the computing capacities are under maximum
(see lines 9–15).
 The third situation is the reverse of the second situation, the
number of servers is under maximum and the computing
capacities are in maximum (see lines 16–22).
 In the last situation, we consider the number of servers and the
computing capacities are in maximum (see lines 23–29).

}

begin
if Srv<MaximumS and Comp<MaximumC then
if Qlty=Medium or Qlty=High then
(
)
else if Qlty=Low then
(
)
end if
end if
if Srv=MaximumS and Comp<MaximumC then
if Qlty=Low or Qlty=Medium then
(
)
else if Qlty=High then
(
)
end if
end if
if Srv<MaximumS and Comp=MaximumC then
if Qlty=Low then
(
)
else if Qlty=Medium or Qlty=High then
(
)
end if
end if
if Srv=MaximumS and Comp=MaximumC then
if Qlty=High then
(
)
else if Qlty=Low or Qlty=Medium then
(
)
end if
end if
end
Function ScalingOut(
∶
) :Server
if Srv<MaximumS then
+1
end if
Return (Srv)
Function ScalingUp(
∶
) :ComputingCapacity
if Comp<MaximumC then
+1
end if
Return (Comp)
Function ScalingIn(
∶
) :Server
if Srv>0 then
−1
end if
Return (Srv)
Function ScalingDown(
∶
) :ComputingCapacity
if Comp>0 then
−1
end if
Return (Comp)

In the following, we give a more detailed description of the different layers of the above architecture with a case study based on
the smart university application.
In the Algorithm 4, each time we consider the elasticity adaptation (lines 1–30), it takes O(1) to find the adequate rule. We have
defined four rules (depend on the number of the servers and computing capacities). In addition, the elasticity functions defined in
the algorithm (lines 31–50) can be done in constant time. These
functions can increment the number of servers (ScalingOut), increment the number of computing capacities (ScalingUp), decrement
the number of servers (ScalingIn) and decrement the number of
computing capacities (ScalingDown). Consequently, the algorithm
can be completed within O(1) to choose the appropriate elasticity
rule.

8. Case study: smart university
In this section, a case study of Smart University is applied to
show the feasibility of the proposed approach. This application is
an emerging and rapidly evolving area that integrates creatively
innovative concepts like Technology, Classrooms, Pedagogy, and
so on (Serdyukova et al., 2016). In addition, the Smart University
concept is determined from the Smart Campus concept, and hints
to the integration of computing in cloud and the IoT (Nie, 2013).
We analyse the smart university applications associated with
the Znn.com scenario. Znn is one of the exemplar case studies considered by the Software Engineering for Adaptive and SelfManaging Systems (SEAMS) research community (Cheng et al.,
2009). Znn is a web based N-tier client–server system that presents
news content to its customers.
In our case, we model this web based N-tier client–server system that presents the online courses to the students. The main
objectives of this system are defined as follow. The content is disposed in a reasonable response time, the operating server costs is
minimised and the content is presented in a high quality. We
inspired the proposed idea from the ’Coursera’ online learning platform (Coursera, 2020). This platform (created in 2012) proposes
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC). It runs with universities
to offer online courses in a diversity of subjects, such as computer
science, machine learning, mathematics, and others. The courses
are displayed in video mode and textual one.
In the proposed case study, we examine for a regular user the
quality of content presentation by using the browser, latency (response time) and server cost. We ensure that the content presentation (in the browser) is in a high quality with the video mode. We
analyse this system modelling in the structural variability modelling and the behaviour variability one to ensure the energyefficiency.
10
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of content presentation between the textual mode and the video
one with four browsers: Mozilla Firefox, Opera Software, Google
Chrome and Apple Safari. In this study, we use Windows 8.1 Professional with a Joulmeter Tool (created by Microsoft) to estimate the
power consumption. This tool operates and records the consumption statistics in computers, servers and virtual machines, desktops, laptops, and even individual software applications running
on a computer (Joulmeter, 2020).

8.1. Structural variability modelling
In the structural variability modelling, we have defined two
Qualities (Response time and Server Cost), one Software component (Server content mode) and one Hardware component (Server pool).
In the feature model, we present five feature levels (Fig. 7):
 Autonomic control loop: represents the common architecture
of the system with Monitor, Analyse and Execute components.
 ’Response time’ Quality: is represented by three states (Analyse
component): low, medium, and high. This quality can only be
observed by the sensors.
 ’Server cost’ Quality: determines if we can increase the pool
size (if the budget is under or over). In this quality, we define
two states: under budget and over budget.
 ’Server content mode’ Software Component: specifies the server content mode: video and textual. With this function, we can
switch from the video mode to the textual one or from textual
mode to video one.
 ’Server pool’ Hardware Component: has two actions (Execute
component): increments server pool and decrements one. The
first action increments the number of servers in the pool size.
The second action is responsible for decrementing the number
of servers.

9.1. Process of the evaluation
We define three scenarios in the browsers: Browser launching,
Loading of HTML page and Loading of video streaming.
 Browser Launching: We launch the browser and start recording the data and stop recording the moment where the browser
is fully loaded.
 Loading of HTML page: We load the browser with HTML course
page.
 Loading of video streaming: The browser consumes a lot of
energy with receiving, decoding and displaying multimedia
content
In the browser loading of HTML page and video streaming, the
browser must already be launched and fully loaded (to exclude the
time and energy consumption of the launching).

The Plan component represents the different elasticity rules that
can be executed to adapt the smart university applications. In
the next section, we show the behaviour of this component.

9.2. Browser launching
In the browser launching scenario (Fig. 9), we have specified
three time intervals. The first interval is from 1 s to 12 s (Safari
behaviour differs from others), the second interval is from 13 s to
22 s (difference of behaviours) and the third interval is from 23 s
to 32 s (Firefox behaviour differs from others).
In the first interval, Firefox has a high consumption at the
beginning that reaches 0.7 watt and down to 0.1 watt at the end
of the interval. The average consumption of Opera is 0.4 watt (unstable); a peak around 9 s and down until to become 0 watt.
Chrome has a high consumption at the beginning that reaches 1
watt and down to 0 watt after 5 s. After 6 s, we find a low to medium consumption (between 0 watt and 0.4 watt) until the end of
the interval. Safari has a low consumption at the beginning (It does
not exceed 0.1 watt). After 5 s, the consumption reaches 0.5 watt
and down to 0.2 watt (at 10 s).
In the second interval, Firefox has a low consumption in this
interval (0 watt). There is no consumption on the entire of interval
for Opera and Chrome. Safari has a stability with a consumption
that varies between 0.2 and 0.4 watt.
In the third interval, Firefox has a high consumption that
reaches 0.6 watt and stabilises until the end of the interval. There
is no consumption on the entire of interval for Opera. Chrome has a
low consumption (0.1–0.2 watt or no consumption) overall of
interval. Safari has also a low consumption (0.1 watt) until 30 s
with a peak (0.3 watt) at 27 s and 0 watt at the end of the interval.
In the launching scenario (Table 2), Opera presents a high performance in energy consumption (with 2.7 watt) and spending
time for launching (12 s). On the other hand, Chrome provides a
good average of energy consumption with spending time (0.120
watt/s).

8.2. Behaviour variability modelling
In the behaviour variability modelling, we define three components: two Hardware components and one Software component.
The Hardware components represent two servers and the Software component represents the server content mode.
In addition, the server components (Hardware components)
have two configurations: enable and disable. However, the server
content mode component (Software component) has also two
configurations: the textual mode and the video one. Furthermore,
we illustrate four states, each one is represented by these three
components (Fig. 8).
We show three examples of the elasticity rules (represented by
the Plan Component):
 Rule 1: If the response time is high, the application will increment the number of servers in the pool if the budget is not over
(scaling out);
Otherwise, the application will switch the servers to the video
mode (scaling down).
 Rule 2: If the response time is low, the application will decrement its server pool size if it is near budget limit (scaling in);
Otherwise, the application will switch the servers to video
mode if they are not already in that mode (scaling down).
 Rule 3: If the response time is in the medium range, the application will switch to video mode if the mode is textual (scaling
down);
The server pool size may either be incremented to decrease
response time or be decremented to reduce cost (scaling out). .
9. Evaluation and discussion

9.3. Loading of HTML page

In this section, we try to evaluate the energy consumption in
the Software layer. The elasticity scaling mechanism (considered
in the Hardware layer in Section 8) depends on the hardware
equipments used in cloud. We examine in this study, the quality

In the loading of HTML page scenario (Fig. 10), we have specified four time intervals. The first interval is from 1 s to 5 s (similarity of behaviours), the second interval is from 6 s to 10 s (Firefox
and Safari behaviour differ from others), the third interval is from
11
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Fig. 10. Firefox, Opera Chrome and Safari energy consumption at loading HTML page time.

Table 3
Loading of HTML page comparison.

Firefox Browser
Opera Browser
Chrome Browser
Safari Browser

Energy consumption

Spending time

Peak of consumption

Average

14.3 watts
0.7 watt
0.7 watt
0.4 watt

19 s
7s
15 s
18 s

1.7
0.4
0.2
0.2

0.752
0.100
0.046
0.022

watt
watt
watt
watt

watt/s
watt/s
watt/s
watt/s

addition, this browser shows a good average between energy consumption and spending time (0.022 watt/s). On the other hand,
Opera presents a high achievement in spending time for loading
of HTML page (7 s).

11 s to 15 s (difference of behaviours) and fourth interval from 16 s
to 20 s (Firefox and Safari behaviour differ from others).
In the first interval, Firefox has a low consumption at the beginning (varies between 0.1watt and 0.2 watt). Opera consumption
increases from 1 s to 4 s that reaches 0.4 watt, followed by a down
until it becomes 0 watt. Chrome has a high consumption at launching (0.1 watt at 1 s) that reaches 0.2 watt at 3 s and down to 0.1
watt. It finishes with 0 watt at the end of this interval. There is
no consumption on the entire of interval for Safari.
In the second interval, Firefox begins with 0 watt of consumption until to 8 s. After that, it reaches 1 watt at 10 s. There is no consumption on the entire of interval for Opera and Chrome. Safari has
a high consumption from 8 s with a peak (0.2 watt) at 10 s.
In the third interval, Firefox has a big down at the beginning of
the interval until 12 s, without no consumption on the entire of
interval for Opera. Chrome has no consumption from 10 s until
13 s followed by a peak that reaches 0.2 watt and down to 0 watt
at 14 s. Safari has also a low consumption (0.1 watt), with 0 watt at
11 s until the end of the interval.
In the fourth interval, Firefox has a high consumption from 1.4
watt to 1.7 watt. Opera and Chrome have no consumption on the
entire of interval. Safari has a low consumption that does not
exceed 0.1 watt on the entire of the interval.
In the loading of HTML page scenario (Table 3), Safari presents a
good performance in energy consumption (with 0.4 watt). In

9.4. Loading of video streaming
In loading of video streaming scenario, we consider only 65 s to
measure the consumed energy of four browsers: Mozilla, Opera,
Chrome and Safari. In this case, we have defined three time intervals. The first interval is from 1 s to 10 s (difference of behaviours),
the second interval is from 11 s to 60 s (Firefox behaviour differs
from others) and the third interval is from 61 s to 65 s (similarity
of behaviours).
In the first interval, Firefox (Fig. 11) has a high consumption at
the beginning of streaming that reaches 0.9 watt and down to 0.4
watt at the end of the interval. Opera (Fig. 12) has also a high consumption from the beginning of streaming that reaches 0.7 watt,
followed with a degradation to 0.2 watt at the end of the interval.
Chrome (Fig. 13) has a low consumption at the launch of streaming
that reaches 0.1 watt and continues to increase until it reaches 0.8
watt at 5 s. It has an instability between 6 s and 10 s with a consumption that varies between 0.3 and 0.6 watt. Safari (Fig. 14)
has a high consumption at the beginning of streaming that reaches
0.6 watt and down to 0.2 watt at the end of the interval.
12
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Fig. 11. Firefox energy consumption at streaming video time.
Fig. 14. Safari energy consumption at streaming video time.

In the loading of video streaming scenario (Table 4), Chrome
presents a high performance in energy consumption (6.3 watts).
In addition, this browser shows a good average between energy
consumption and spending time (0.096 watt/s).
9.5. Discussion
Our approach faces the challenges identified in Section 2. For
the first challenge (C1) regarding the explicit modelling of elasticity, we have combined Autonomic Computing and the feature
model into a single solution. This modelling is a well-known
approach to express the adaptation of elasticity with variability.
For the second (C2) challenge, regarding the supporting the structural variability modelling and the behaviour variability one, we
have followed an approach based on Feature Model to cover the
variety of proprieties, operators, rules, strategies and configurations of the elasticity system. The modelling of the proposed case
study demonstrates of both the first challenge and second one.
We have also satisfied the last challenge (C3), regarding the ensuring of energy-efficiency in the software layer with the elastic scaling mechanism. This challenge is obtained by the results that are
showed in the previous subsections. In our case study, we can
explicitly switch from the video mode to the textual one or from
textual mode to video one. It depends on the two qualities:
response time and server cost. These two qualities are based on
the hardware equipments with elastic scaling mechanism. If the
response time is high and the budget (servers cost) is over (and
the user prefers the textual mode), the elasticity action performed
is the scaling down. In this case, the browser loads the HTML page
(textual mode). Safari shows a good performance in energy consumption in the textual mode than other browsers (with 0.4 watt).
In addition, it offers a good average between energy consumption
and spending time (0.022 watt/s). If the response time is low and
the budget (servers cost) is not over (and the user prefers the video
mode), the elasticity action performed is the scaling up. In this
case, the browser loads the video streaming (video mode). Chrome
presents a high performance in energy consumption in the video
mode than other browsers (with 6.3 watts). Furthermore, this
browser shows a good average between energy consumption and
spending time (0.096 watt/s).
The proposed approach highlights some advantages: Modularity, Extensibility and Scalability. Modularity is the degree to which
the components of a system may be separated and recombined.
Our approach supports the modularity at the different layers (of
abstraction), and between the different components of systems.
By using the MAPE-K architecture, all the main functions of systems are defined in the fundamental building blocks; these blocks
can communicate between them. In addition, we have defined a

Fig. 12. Opera energy consumption at streaming video time.

Fig. 13. Chrome energy consumption at streaming video time.

In the second interval, Firefox has an instability in consumption
between 0.3 watt and 0.6 watt from 10 s to 52 s, followed with an
increase that reaches 0.8 watt at 53 s and down to 0.3 watt again.
Opera and Safari have a low to medium consumption that does not
exceed 0.3 watt (for Opera browser) and 0.2 watt (for Safari browser) on the entire of the interval. Chrome has also a low consumption on the entire of the interval (It does not exceed 0.2 watt).
In the third interval, the consumption of Firefox increases from
0.3 watt to 0.8 watt at the end of streaming. Opera has 0.1 watt at
the beginning of the interval (62 s), followed by a peak of consumption (0.7watt) at the end of streaming. A small increase of
Chrome (0.4 watt) at the end of streaming. Safari has a high consumption at the beginning of streaming that reaches 0.5 watt
and down to 0.2 watt at the end of the interval.
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Table 4
Loading of video streaming comparison.

Firefox Browser
Opera Browser
Chrome Browser
Safari Browser

Energy consumption

Spending time

Peak of consumption

Average

28 watts
13.2 watts
6.3 watts
7.1 watt

65
65
65
65

0.9
0.7
0.8
0.6

0.430
0.203
0.096
0.109

s
s
s
s

watt
watt
watt
watt

watt/s
watt/s
watt/s
watt/s

representation of the system at run-time during the execution.
Other QoS parameters such as execution cost, migration time and
network performance could also be taken for consideration to evaluate this case study. We will also try to use machine-learning techniques (like deep learning) to model the user behaviour. In
addition, these last techniques could be integrated in the real scenario of processing power of resources in cloud.

new concept (called Feature Level). This concept can represent the
structure of the system from an abstract level to concrete one. Furthermore, we have associated the feature model with a state transition diagram. The state-transition part represents the different
states (is composed of the sets of components) and elasticity rules.
In the feature model part, these components are associated to a set
of configurations. Extensibility enables the developer to extend the
approach by adding the new features. In our case study, we can
easily extend our approach. In the structural variability modelling,
we can add a new quality (like network performance) as feature
level and we can consider three configurations (textual mode without images, textual mode with images and video) instead of two
configurations (textual mode and video one) in the server content
mode feature level. In the behaviour variability modelling, we can
add another server in the states. In this case, with three severs and
three configurations of the server content mode, we can get at least
nine states instead four states. Scalability shows the capability of a
system in properly handling a growing amount of load. We can
switch from textual mode to video one (if the system changes
the elasticity scaling action) by considering the appropriate browser. In the energy consumption, Safari shows a good performance
in the textual mode (scaling down) and Chrome presents a high
performance in the video mode (scaling up). As limitation of this
work, the system does not detect and react to the user changes
after the user model is recorded. These changes are applied for
the next uploading.
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